The Assassins Betrayal

In the savage world of hired guns, Malakai is a legend, a god, a trigger-puller without peer.
His childhood innocence twisted by an abusive father, blood and bullets have become his
religion. He sells his lethal skills to the Company, the quintessential lone wolf assassin. When
Malakai is contracted to stop a powerful Japanese crime syndicate from blackmailing the
chairperson of the Senate Intelligence Committee, he discovers someone is playing Judas and
he needs to figure out who it is before he gets burned. As the chaos and carnage escalate, his
life gets complicated by the arrival of a mysterious woman who may have even more scars on
her soul than he does. But is she really who she says she is? With betrayal all around him,
Malakai knows one wrong move could cost him his life. When the Syndicate hires a pair of
ruthless assassins to hunt him down, Malakai knows the only way to survive is to fight fire
with hellfire. In a scorched earth showdown, hell take the war right into the black heart of the
Syndicate and as the bullets blaze, discover what truly matters most.
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In the savage world of hired guns, Malakai is a legend, a god, a trigger-puller without peer.
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Perhaps this was not a trained assassin after all. Contempt arose within him for one who would
blunder so badly, and his right hand curled on itself as if he were
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